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The long weekend proved to be a good time for the UK to enjoy some peaceful sunshine. Experts have found an unusual
creature dead in a pond and are trying to work out if it's been eaten or died of natural causes. "It was just hanging there," said

Fenny Rodd, a member of the Anderton’s Green Common residents group who took a picture of the creature as it was still alive
and "trembling". He said: "We noticed it was in the pond a few days ago and when we tried to get it out, it wasn't doing too well.

"We were definitely not going to pull it out so that was that. Business Progressive web apps are the new app for business and
productivity. Kostanchenko Denis Friday, 12 June 2018 11:49 Progressive web apps are the new app for business and

productivity. And before anyone jumps in and claims to have “solved” the mobile experience, so what? They are a different
type of experience and I’m not sure how much of a negative it is to have a mobile experience that is harder to use because of the

bandwidth being consumed by all the external images, videos, and analytics data. In the three months since the Galaxy Note 7
was launched, the device has been recalled worldwide twice, and its demise is by far the most extreme gadget flop of all time.

However, a new report from ETNews suggests that Samsung is close to releasing a brand-new flagship device to take the market
by storm. Eizo America Inc., a leading manufacturer of custom projectors and display solutions, has announced the release of a

new series of high-performance display monitors for the commercial and business sectors. The new 4K panels are based on
Eizo's latest round of LCD technology, the XG2430, and boast a combination of blazing fast response time and outstanding

color accuracy. To help businesses adapt to new technologies and keep up with changes in their workflows, Eizo has also
developed a series of easy-to-use software solutions to help improve productivity and adapt to the unique needs of each user.

Finnish electronics company UCC has released its longest flight record holder.In June, an Antonov An-144 departed from
Narita Airport in Japan and flew 8,817km in just 10 hours. The previous record holder was an An-148, which flew
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